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Seminar Sub-Themes
1) Concerns and Challenges in the realization of the
reproductive rights of women.
2) An effective remedy protection gaps, good practices and
lessons learnt from the history in relation women
reproductive rights protection regime.
3) The role of women in the development and consolidation
of reproductive rights.
Key Highlights

4) The Role of the Indian Constitution in augmenting laws

 The two-day Webinar on “Reproductive Rights of Women
in the Changing World: Expressing Autonomy of Choice”
will be held on 29th -30th August, 2020 at HPNLU, Shimla.
 The Webinar shall commence at 10 am on 29

th

August,

th

2020 and shall conclude on 30 evening 4:00 pm.

few

days

before

the

event.

5) A gender perspective on emerging reproductive rights:
Trends in the Context of women and Men.
6) Violence against Women: Understanding the role of risk
management during pregnancy and different perspectives

 Registration link will be available on the University’s
website

and policies on women’s reproductive rights.

All

the

participants/Presenters have to get them registered. Besides
the selected presenters, registrations from the participants
will be accepted and considered on a first-come-first-served
basis.

on women protection issues.
7) Understanding taboos in relation to reproduction and the
related myths.
8) Understanding the purpose of reproductive rights &
protection policy and related procedures.
9) Identifying the appropriate responses to a number of case

 A detailed programme schedule will be sent to the
th

presenters, participants and guests on August 26 , 2020.
 At the end of the Webinar, Certificates of Presentation /
Participation shall be given to all presenters / participants.
Certificates will not be issued in absentia.

studies on women protection issues and to recognise the
advantages of having a child.
10) Freedom from taking forced contraception or being
forcefully sterilized, having proper reproductive.
11) Rights of Women vis-a-vis- Children and woman’s right to

 The Webinar will be divided across sessions, which may

birth control and other contraceptives,

include parallel sessions, and will be based on sub-themes

12) The right to a legal and safe abortion.

mentioned below.
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abstract will be made on 24.08.2020.
3) Any other guidelines will be notified to
the authors once their papers are
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Director

selected for presentation.
4) Only those authors whose paper is
selected for presentation will be notified
on 27.08.2020. The decision of the
Centre regarding selection of paper
shall be final.
5) The papers selected and presented will
be Published in the book by Centre for
Child & Woman Studies “A Journey for
Empowerment”
6) For details pertaining to formatting and
footnoting please refer to the guideline
given for the Journal of Centre for Child
and Woman Studies- Adhikarin
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